Issues in Opposition to the Proposed Action
Formal Public Comment
Arnold Irrigation District Infrastructure Modernization Project
R. Mark and Elizabeth Elling, July 2021
This comment is submitted as an addendum to comments submitted by R. Mark Elling and Elizabeth Elling on
June 8, 2021 following the extension of the public comment period for the Arnold Irrigation District
Infrastructure and Modernization Project, now closing on July 23, 2021.
Under the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”), an agency is required to take a “hard look” at the
action’s environmental impacts. National Audubon Society v. Department of the Navy, 422 F.3d 174 (4th Cir.
2005). In the Draft Environmental Assessment for the Arnold Irrigation District Infrastructure Modernization
Project, NRCS is required to thoroughly investigate the environmental impacts of the proposed project, and
candidly acknowledge the risks that those impacts entail. Under this standard, the Draft Environmental
Assessment falls short. Our comments on those failings are discussed below.
(see accompanying e-mail attachment COST COMPARISONS OF CANAL LINING METHODS 7-21-21, ELLING)

1) EA fails to consider devastation of property value, visual aesthetic and established riparian ecosystem
a. a reduction in property value of 10-30% is the EA’s cited range of likely loss (see addendum #1)
i. the cumulative market value (Deschutes County DIAL) of on-canal property owners (430) is
$184,700,000
ii. the range of loss based on the EA’s prediction is $18,470,000 to $55,410,000
b. value loss of mature ponderosa pines or costs associated with removal or replacement
i. cost of dead Ponderosa pine removal is $2000 per large tree
ii. inventory and valuation of living trees within the alleged AID right-of-way is easily
accomplished, per property—ours were just evaluated: “In the case of this tree inventory, the
positive property value impact would be quite significant due to the volume and maturity of the trees
listed. The shade, social benefits and psychological benefits of these trees makes them more valuable as
long term landscape features as opposed to their timber value.” (see addendum #1)

c. value loss of other canal-supported vegetation and habitat for wildlife
d. costs of forced change to wildlife movements as they seek new water sources, possibly harmful
e. failure of wells and costs incurred to deepen or re-drill at $40/foot (avg Bend depth 500’)
i. this has already occurred for many well users in Swalley Irrigation District after piping—I have
been in touch with a local well-drilling operation owner who can attest to this fact.
ii. well depth estimates for our area is 800-900’, costing a range of $32-36,000 for a new well
iii. re-drilling existing wells deeper can save some of this expense but only if the failed well was
within current code and many established wells are not as codes have recently been updated,
requiring new drilling
iv. the EA establishes that groundwater recharge by canal seepage is completely stopped by a
pipe, yet their statistics on its ultimate negligible impact focuses on groundwater levels of the
entire Deschutes basin—this intentionally ignores the localized reality of negative impact on

area wells. The EA acknowledges the possible negative local impact on wells but isn’t willing to
put it in the piping alternative costs column
f. property owners in the project area trying to sell property will be excessively burdened as few buyers
will want to purchase while during construction and with ongoing and unknown damages to come.
2) Failure of the EA to provide a fair analysis of the canal lining alternative; estimates are inflated
a. costs cited by the EA are inflated excessively to allow dismissal of the canal lining alternative (see
addendum #2)
i. geomembrane materials costs are inflated 200%. installation costs are inflated 425% in the EA
ii. shotcrete materials and install in the EA are inflated as much as 792%
b. analysis of grout-filled-mattress lining alternative not considered
i. concrete mattress costs are 225% less than a membrane and shotcrete cover (EA cost)
ii. concrete mattress lining is the second-least expensive of all lining methods explored
c. no analysis of shotcrete lining without a geomembrane (the least expensive and preferred alternative)
i. a 3-5” shotcrete canal lining without geomembrane is up to 354% less than the EA lining
alternative as estimated in the EA and can be completed in half the time as piping.
d. design life span of all the above lining methods is arbitrarily reduced in the EA by factor of 0.66
3) The EA’s plan for the historic flume will destroy an iconic landmark (see addendum #3 & video exhibit link)
a. the historic flume is within the boundary and viewscape of the Deschutes Wild and Scenic River Area
and will be lost as we know it--the entire piping project should be nullified for this reason alone. The
proposal is fundamentally detrimental to the protected Wild and Scenic Deschutes River
b. the nearly mile-long stretch of the elevated wood and metal “flume” would be destroyed
i. AID’s plan is to convert this to an elevated but buried pipe, essentially creating an earthen dam
structure for the pipe to run within, and for vehicles to run across a road on its top surface—all
within the Deschutes Wild & Scenic Area.
ii. in order to build a large enough “earthen dam” structure to bury the pipe and run a road that
meets code on top of it a massive amount of fill will be required, with no plan in place for how
to prevent this material from entering the river channel and possibly altering its flow
c. negative property value impacts are very high to property owners in this area
i. this burial mound will obstruct the view of the Deschutes for virtually every property owner
along the flume, kill many of their trees and leave a large portion of their properties in ruins
ii. any currently used path to the river on owner’s property would be blocked by the mound
d. the buried flume earthen dam-like structure would be visible from the River Trail on the west side of
the Deschutes within the Wild and Scenic River Area and the plan completely ignores the County, State,
and Federal requirements to protect Wild and Scenic Rivers
i. this huge 4900’-long scar will be plainly visible from the river below in a world-class
stretch of whitewater that is used by expert kayakers
ii. this eyesore will be visible from residences at Seventh Mountain Resort, Points West
properties as well as from river level at the popular Meadow Camp access point
iii. Deschutes County Code (Chapter 18.84) places this feature within the Landscape
Management (LM) Zone for the purpose of maintaining “scenic and natural resources of the
designated areas and to maintain and enhance scenic vistas and natural landscapes as seen
from designated roads, rivers, or streams.” The EA fails to acknowledge the impacts of the
proposed project that will affect the Deschutes River within the Wild and Scenic corridor and
fails to address the compliance requirements by County, State, and Federal regulations for a
project originating in a protected area.

e. there is no immediate reason to consider any sort of major renovation or change in design of the
flume that is cited in the EA
4) Failure of AID to maintain easement and right-of-way and placing excessive burden on servient property
a. AID has made no effort to convey any information on easements or right-of-way
b. there is no mention of AID easement specifics in requested title reports
c. AID has not made any effort to inform us that structures were within r.o.w.
d. proposed piping project is an over-reach of existing easement definitions in AID User Handbook:
Any officer, employee, ditch rider, or other authorized personnel of the District may enter
upon the land of a water user of the District for inspection, maintenance, and regulation
of ditches, pipelines, gates, pumps or other water works.

i. AID may enter upon the land for inspection, maintenance and regulation, the handbook states
e. operating vehicles and equipment 12 months per year for 7 years is an excessive burden on property
owners
f. AID’s easement was designed for, exclusively, operations and maintenance of its distribution system
The easements are private and exclusive for the operations and maintenance of the district’s distribution system.

i. AID’s distribution system is a canal
g. AID’s failure to inform of any obstruction or impediment to their easement establishes its boundary
Easements may not be blocked and no encroachments, crossings or other uses will be
allowed that will interfere with the District’s operation and use. This includes fences, gates,
trees, or bridges or any structures or obstructions.

i. AID’s failure to describe any structures, fences, gates or trees as blocking or encroaching
would indicate that they were not within the easement area
ii. By AID’s allowance, without contingency, trees, fences, gates and obstructions on
properties they have defined its easement boundaries
No trees, fences, gates or obstructions of any kind are permitted with the District’s
easements.

5) AID’s failure to adhere to its specified charter
a. from AID User Handbook:
An irrigation district is a cooperative organization, and every water right holder is a
member of the organization. The district makes no profit and is operated for the sole
benefit of the lands and people within its boundaries.
i. AID fails to consider the needs of its patrons, by simply never asking them
ii. AID fails to consider how to maintain the benefit of the lands within its boundaries by
falsely claiming that it keeps its canal devoid of vegetation to keep it from being
characterized as an established seasonal riparian area which would be lost to piping.
The canal is heavily vegetated and contributes to the human and animal environment as
a seasonal stream in function.

6) Property Line obliteration via piping and costs to re-establish are not included in EA cost/benefit analysis
a. EA fails to address properties where the canal serves as a property line, piping will erase that
b. EA fails to explain who pays for resulting property line adjustments
c. EA fails to address property owner disputes caused by piping in the case that one loses land to a
neighbor due to pipe position; EA fails to consider how losing owner will be compensated or if a taking
by AID has occurred.
d. EA fails to explain how property line survey points be set and how will survey costs be met
7) Cost/Benefit analysis performed by AID et al and published in EA is intentionally incomplete

a. EA cites total costs of $42,759,000, total benefits of $1,801,000, and yet cites a BCR of 1.82. The math
does not support this finding
b. EA fails to quantify costs or impacts of property value loss, loss of Ponderosa pine, failure or necessary
reconstruction of wells, cost to displaced wildlife, cost of loss of existing vegetation, costs of property
line surveys and adjustments
8) EA uses an intentionally fabricated risk to public safety to coerce piping support
a. there is no record of any drowning in AID’s canals
b. the EA’s calculated risk of drowning per mile in AID canal (based on other districts) is 0.000147
i. this is so low that the issue of canal safety risk should not even be considered
c. the project area exists on 99.2% privately owned land—any risk posed by the canal is not public
i. AID has done virtually nothing to enhance safety because there is no demonstrated need to
enhance “canal safety.”
d. the EA uses this falsified risk to rationalize including a cost for fencing and ladders to the canal lining
alternative as an intentional and arbitrary way of making the canal lining alternative look cost
prohibitive
i. $1,855,562 is charged to the canal lining alternative for unnecessary fencing and ladders
9) The EA claim of value-added from piping’s pressurized delivery system is not supported
a. claims that water delivery will be more reliable are doubtful; many patrons in Swalley and Tumalo
districts claim water delivery is now worse after piping
i. no different than other canal lining technologies, plastic pipes can be damaged by fallen trees,
but you can’t fix a buried pipe with some fill or a caulking gun of cement adhesive—it’s a major
project compared to an exposed canal
b. AID admits there is only 14’ of “fall” from start of the proposed pipe to the end—not enough
i. claims that there will be enough pressure for irrigators on the main canal to switch from their
pond and pump system to a pipe-pressurized system are both unbelievable and completely
unsupported with any system engineering details in the EA
ii. there is not enough supporting evidence in this EA to show that a gravity fed pressurized pipe
system will work for AID patron irrigation needs
c. there is no chance that there is value added or savings to be recovered given the costs of abandoning
current on-farm pond, pump and pipe irrigation systems for a completely unknown and unexplained
pressurized delivery system that offers what must be construed as imaginary savings; Appendix D 1.1.2.5
d. to be clear, there is no fundamental problem with the conveyance of irrigation water currently
i. dealing with sinkholes and breaches could be managed with better maintenance
ii. early water shut-offs have been the result of low reservoir levels caused by shallow snowpack,
neither piping nor lining canals will change the reliability of our water source from a
climatological perspective
e. for all the extreme cost of the piping project, its proposed benefits are not supported in this EA
10) Potential Conflicts-of-Interest for AID and FCA are Worrisome and Merit Examination
a. AID owns roughly 7-acres of Deschutes river frontage property in the project area
i. they have not disclosed this nor explained their plans for this property
ii. the proposed project may improve the property value of these two parcels by streamlining
road access
iii. AID’s charter is to not produce a profit and to serve its patrons and the lands within its water
distribution area—how does this real estate investment comply with that?

b. Farmers Conservation Alliance appears to partner with pipeline installer Granite Construction of Los
Angeles based on published online articles on both companies’ websites and elsewhere but it has not
disclosed any relationship with this company in the draft EA
i. FCA’s 2019 tax returns show that Granite Construction was their largest expense
ii. Does a financial relationship with a pipeline installer create a conflict-of-interest for the entity
that is producing a so-called Environmental Assessment as a public document, especially as they
have not disclosed this relationship?

In summary, the Draft Environmental Assessment fails to take a hard look at the environmental impacts of the
proposed agency action. By failing to take into account viable options within the scope of consideration, it
appears that the Draft Environmental Assessment is biased in favor of the most skewed alternatives: piping or
nothing. By failing to adequately and candidly explore and identify the risks and impacts associated with the
piping project, the Draft Environmental Assessment should be heavily revised or withdrawn. Moreover, because
of the failure to identify the myriad of environmental impacts and their risks to the environment, there is no
basis in fact or law to support a finding of no significant impact (FONSI). We appreciate the opportunity to
comment on this important matter, and the above-mentioned addendums follow.
Sincerely,
R. Mark Elling & Elizabeth Elling

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF PIPING ON PROPERTY VALUES ADDENDUM (R. Mark Elling, July 2021)
The EA acknowledges the positive influence of the existing Arnold canal on property values for “nearby”
residents. The EA states in Change in Aesthetics and Associated Property Values that “it is clear that the Arnold Main Canal
provides some nearby residents with services that have a positive economic value that likely enhances property
values.” This section goes on to further identify the amount of property value increase the Arnold Main Canal
provides: “A meta-analysis of 25 studies that researched the impact of rivers, streams, and canals showed that
these water features increased property values in most cases (Nicholls & Crompton, 2017). Three studies that
focused on canals in the U.S. found that nearby canals increase residential property values by 10 to 30 percent
(Nicholls & Crompton, 2017).” The EA in these passages makes it clear that it is understood that the open canal
enhances property values. The EA goes on to cite studies that show that there is an amount of value derived
from an open canal—10 to 30-percent, it cites. It stands to reason that the eradication of such an open canal by
piping then obliterates that increased value, resulting in a loss equal to that.
In this same section, Change in Aesthetics and Associated Property Values, the EA then explains its reasoning for not
listing damages to property value as one of the costs considered in the project’s benefit/cost analysis: “The
potential aesthetic cost to residential landowners is not quantified due to a lack of available data on property values,
the number of properties with views of canals, and the value of those views to local residents. As such, while this
effect is recognized as a likely cost, this analysis does not quantify the potential change in aesthetic values of the
proposed project.”
This paragraph above contradicts what the previously cited sections made clear. The EA had stated, and cited
studies to support its claim, that the open canal adds value to a property. This cited paragraph immediately
above claims that the cost is not quantified due to a lack of available data on property values, which is not true.
Every single affected property can be easily identified on the Deschutes County DIAL website and located by
following the Arnold canal along its length on the interactive map. Current property values, both assessed and
market values, are provided for each property on this search tool. I, along with others researching this issue,
have identified 430 properties that either abut the main canal or are transected by it and totaled their
cumulative market value as listed on the county website—the sum is $184,700,000.
The EA also tries to conflate only canal views with value, but their cited studies discuss viewscape values along
with proximity values—just being near a canal is valuable, it states, and even more valuable if the property abuts
the canal.
“The majority of studies indicated that significant positive property price effects are associated with river,
stream and canal view and proximity,” and “The 25 studies reviewed reveal the value of views of and access to
linear water features as demonstrated by the willingness of adjacent and nearby homeowners to pay property
price premiums for these qualities; these findings held true across a variety of settings.” (Nicholls & Crompton,
2017).
Every property we identified has a view of the canal—the Arnold main canal is on each of these properties and it
is visible. Property owners have access to it.
The 10-30% range of value added by the open canal that would be lost to these homeowners is $18,470,000 to
$55,410,000. How those damages would be spread among owners if piping were to occur would depend much
on each property’s use and enjoyment of the canal as an asset. Issues of residence proximity, type of view or
amount of frontage would all be a part of that calculus, as would the way a property was used to highlight the
open canal as a visual or aesthetic asset.

One property might have more frontage (ours left), while another (property owner’s in Woodside Ranch) may have less
frontage but make it a more central focus of the property and perhaps both might enjoy a similar percentage property
value increase due to the canal.

These individual property valuations are more complex but they are certainly not incalculable. They could be
handled by real estate appraisers who do this specific type of analysis (we have identified one and will be
contracting his services).
However that calculus is not necessary because the aggregate range of loss is not in contention given the EA’s
description of how value would be quantified and should suffice to show that the piping alternative is a poor
option when the real costs are added into the equation.
The EA acknowledges that there will be a loss of property value if the canal is piped. The EA cited a specific likely
range of loss of 10-30%. The EA claimed that that amount was not quantifiable for a lack of property value
information—I’ve shown that this is not the case and provided a total market value for all the properties that
abut or are transected by the main canal in the proposed project area. The EA claims, without support, that a
canal view is requisite for value to be added by the canal but in fact cites studies that refute that assumption
and rather show that proximity and especially abutment or frontage were the critical elements to consider for
increasing value. I have cited only properties that have those criteria and by virtue of those two facts a view of
the canal is present on each property.
You may not ignore the data you present in this document simply because it doesn’t ultimately support your
position.
A quantified range of property value loss of $18,470,000 to $55,410,000 is not insignificant. It is a quantified
range of damage that belongs in the costs column of the piping alternative. To ignore it is to intentionally
mislead the people that this supposed modernization project is designed to help. To ignore it makes a mockery
of this process--a process that is supposed to be an objective assessment of the benefits and costs of the
proposal.

THE VALUE OF TREES AS PART OF THE CANAL ECOSYSTEM ON PROPERTIES IN THE PROJECT AREA
(SUB-ADDENDUM TO NEGATIVE IMPACT OF PIPING ON PROPERTY VALUES)

This is a 300-year-old Ponderosa pine on our property within the alleged AID R.O.W.

In doing our part to help show how elements of the canal ecosystem add value to our property we hired a
certified arborist to do an inventory of the trees on our property within the alleged AID 50’ right-of-way, both as
an exercise to show that the property value assets which would be lost to piping that the EA claims are notquantifiable most certainly are quantifiable, and also to set a price for damages if the trees were ever removed.
We contracted the arborist to complete a CTLA Trunk Formula Method appraisal of all the trees inventoried on
7-16-21. His initial valuation of trees in this zone was: “In the case of this tree inventory, the positive property
value impact would be quite significant due to the volume and maturity of the trees listed. The shade, social
benefits and psychological benefits of these trees makes them more valuable as long term landscape features as
opposed to their timber value.”

CANAL LINING ALTERNATIVE ADDENDUM (R. Mark Elling, July 2021)
The EA (and the previous Preliminary Investigative Report) prematurely dismisses canal lining as a viable option
for meeting the goals of this proposed action. The EA cites that canal lining is prohibitively expensive but the
cost estimates and life span information the EA provides are not accurate and they seem to be intentionally
skewed to present the canal lining alternative as not tenable, but they do remain a viable way to achieve the
goals of the proposed improvement plan.
Canal lining of a variety of methods is currently used in the Arnold Irrigation District main canal successfully, and
there is a section of lining tests completed over 30-years ago on the main canal between China Hat Rd. and
Highway 97 on the defunct golf course grounds. During the public comment Zoom meeting on June 23, 2021 AID
District Manager Colin Wills described these test sections as “all failed.” Wills said, “Go see for yourselves.” We
did, and the sections that matter, the full-width concrete-lined sections, are in great shape and aesthetically
pleasing.

These are two different views (above) of geotextile-grout-filled-mattress lining applied full-width from bank to
bank in 1991 and 1992. Some sections were tested with a geomembrane layer underneath and some were lined
only with the concrete mattress. The non-membrane grout-filled-mattress seepage prevention level is widely
cited as 70%. This amount of designed seepage would keep the open canal’s existing ecosystem healthy and
local wells functional while returning a still-massive amount of water to Wickiup Reservoir. Design life for
concrete mattress liners is 40-60 years. At 30-years they seem nowhere close to their end of design life. The EA
claims they require complete replacement at 33-years—it’s obvious that this is not the case.

Additional benefits of grout-filled-mattress lining is the ability to lay it over rough and rocky surfaces (above left)
if required and it can be installed with water in a canal if need be. Over time the segmental nature of the
“quilted” surface can allow some bank sediment to collect for establishment of vegetation. See the Canal Lining
Cost Comparison totals as well as the Arnold Irrigation District’s test segments’ 25-year assessments below.
Another commonly used canal lining technique is the application of a shotcrete layer to the banks and bottom
of the canal. Shotcrete is concrete that is sprayed at high velocity onto the surface being coated—it’s easily
applied and used as a lining currently in the AID main canal and also as a repair technique. It can be laid in
varying thicknesses and with less earthwork prep than many other methods. A shotcrete lining also prevents
seepage at 70% and is rated for a 50-year design life (not 33 as cited by the EA) and the sections shown (below)
in the AID test segment area (left) and the North Unit Irrigation District test area (both from 1992) appear to be
in excellent shape. The cost of shotcrete lining is the least expensive of all the 50+ year canal lining methods.
Another benefit to a 3-5” layer of shotcrete as a canal lining solution is the timeframe. Locally, another 5-mile
stretch of main canal in a different district was done in 1-year. Estimating that the entire project could be
accomplished in half the time of the piping alternative would not be an exaggeration.

The light-colored patches in the NUID photo to the right are repaired holes that had been drilled by trespassing kayakers for
anchors—you can see if you zoom in that the holes were easily patched with a simple concrete adhesive solution. See the
Canal Lining Cost Comparison totals as well as the Arnold Irrigation District’s test segments’ 25-year assessments below.

Another method for lining an open canal is with a geomembrane that’s then protected with a covering of
shotcrete. This is the method that the EA cited as the canal lining alternative that was too expensive. While it’s
true that adding the geomembrane layer contributes roughly 25% of this method’s total cost, the EA’s cost

estimates for lining material are 228% of current quotes provided for the same project dimensions specified.
Similarly, the EA’s cost estimate for the shotcrete component of this lining method was over-priced by a huge
range (depending on the bid) of between 126% and 792%. Like the other two concrete lining methods, a
shotcrete cover over a geomembrane has a design life of 50-years (not 33 as cited in the EA), but because of the
geomembrane, seepage prevention is greater, at 95%. This potentially would keep slightly more water in
Wickiup reservoir but also will likely damage the health of trees and vegetation in the canal corridor as well as
greatly reduce local well production. Depending on the preparation of the canal bottom surface for lining (more
critical due to the somewhat fragile nature of geomembranes and therefore adds to cost) there could be some
geomembrane perforation during install which would allow slightly more seepage. Problems with geomembrane
liners in general would be holes or tearing, which can occur underneath a shotcrete covering if the cover is too
thin and is punctured. See the Canal Lining Cost Comparison totals as well as the Arnold Irrigation District’s test
segments’ 25-year assessments below.

The photo above shows a shotcrete lined section of the Arnold main canal done in common fashion. Here, bank prep
earthwork on the right bank was minimal to allow for existing trees and vegetation to remain. The left bank’s slope was left
low to minimize risk.

A note about safety. The surfaces of both grout-filled-mattress and shotcrete linings are highly textured and so
long as bank slopes are not too vertical they are easy to climb out upon if someone or an animal were to fall in
the canal. There is no need to fence them off as a hazard, and as such AID has left the long run of test segments
unfenced for 30-years (along with the rest of the main canal). The EA wastes $1,855,562 for fencing and ladders
for a non-existent safety need. Yes, this test area is marked No Trespassing, but if there was any real risk
associated with these lining methods they would have taken action to secure the canal test segment many years
ago. In fact, this area is widely used as a linear park and popular dog walking and dog swimming area, and is also
identified as the Arnold Canal Trail to be developed in conjunction with the coming Bend Southeast Area Plan—
one wonders if Bend city planners know AID wants to pipe and bury this scenic waterway?

A note about the seepage prevention percentages and design life estimates used in this addendum—all of
these figures were sourced from the same documents that the EA cited (Swihart & Haynes 2002: DeschutesCanal-Lining Demonstration Project Year 5 Durability Report, Swihart & Haynes 1997; and the Canal Lining
Demonstration Project Year 25-Durability Report by Bureau of Reclamation on the same test segments cited in
the other documents).
A note about evaporation. While the EA widely cites unlined canal seepage as the primary mechanism of
irrigation water loss in the Arnold main canal at a cited 33% of total canal water volume, evaporation is also
acknowledged as a contributing component to total loss but a very small one. “As canal water is exposed to the
atmosphere at the surface, loss due to evaporation is obvious. It is of course true that in most of the cases
evaporation loss is not significant. It may range from 0.25 to 1% of the total canal discharge” (Losses in Canals,
Types and its Measurement, Shreyasi Sen) For all of canal lining’s benefits, it does not solve evaporation, though
the shade from a healthy tree canopy along the open canal reduces it.
A multi-solution approach? It seems worth exploring a multi-solution approach to improving habitat in the
upper Deschutes by preventing seepage and evaporation and also maintaining the established canal corridor
ecosystem by piping in places where property owners do not object and where established trees are minimal
and line or leave the canal untouched in more residential and non-contested areas along the length of the main
canal. While this solution might seem like an ideal compromise, it was not offered, ever, as a part of the
Infrastructure Modernization investigative process, nor is it currently an option at this time given the forcedmarch, all-or-nothing decision to be made between the piping alternative and the no action alternative. Also,
such a multi-solution approach to this complex problem would require AID to communicate with its patrons and
with non-patron property owners to collaborate in seeking a workable best-case, and AID does not seem willing
(nor have they ever, in my experience) to engage in any honest way with these stakeholder groups. My sense is
that property owners opposed to the current piping alternative would welcome a step back and fresh look at
other collaborative solutions.
Irrigators’ system infrastructure functionality. Most of the agricultural irrigators in the project area are using an
on-property pond(s) filled by headgates and weirs off the main canal or its laterals. The ponds hold the water
that the irrigator will pump to acreage most commonly via above-ground hand-line, K-line, wheel line, or pivot
delivery systems and also many utilize buried line, either with fixed risers or pop-up style risers. Irrigators are
deeply invested in these systems and they are effective ways of delivering their allotted water with minimal
waste. The proposed piping alternative offers promises of a pressurized system that would provide savings in
pump electricity used but provides virtually no details about how such a system would function and how an
irrigator would have to convert their current infrastructure to this new system. Many irrigators are skeptical that
AID’s small amount of 14-feet differential from canal start to canal end would generate enough head pressure to
push water to all irrigators as promised. This represents a huge unknown and a vast gamble to take with
irrigator’s crops and money. As a small-acreage irrigator myself I can say that I have no faith that the piped
delivery system will even work as well as the current unlined canal delivery system. The open-canal lining
alternatives explored here provide irrigators with a system they know and have developed a delivery
infrastructure around and do not require any new on-property investment in new equipment to convert to a
system of unknown performance.

In conclusion, it should be stated that while the Environmental Assessment estimated costs for a 1” shotcrete
cover over a geomembrane as its canal lining alternative, none of the shotcrete contractors I contacted
recommended a 1” cover for proper longevity. All suggested a 3” (or more) shotcrete layer regardless of
whether it was over a geomembrane or by itself. Given that caveat, the preferred alternatives for durability,

irrigation system functionality, cost and minimal seepage for maintaining established trees, vegetation and wells
in the project area based on these findings are geotextile-grout-filled-mattress linings and at least 3” thick
shotcrete linings.

COST COMPARISONS OF CANAL LINING METHODS, ELLING
(see spreadsheet of same name)
(sources: EA Appendix D3, table D-27; Western Environmental Liner, BTL Liners, Synthetex, Utah Concrete,
Conco, Flatline Concrete Pumping; by R. Mark Elling July 2021)
Geotextile-Grout-Filled-Mattress, 2” thick
Geotextile-Grout-Filled-Mattress, 4” thick
Shotcrete 3” thick (low)
Shotcrete 3” thick (high)
Shotcrete 1” thick w/ Geomembrane (low)
Shotcrete 1” thick w/ Geomembrane (high)
EA: Shotcrete 1” thick w/ Geomembrane

$10,022,980
$11,928,578
$7,560,000
$17,328,897
$9,043,111
$16,783,470
$26,792,120

PRICING SOURCES
BTL Liners, Jared Santoro, Vice-President of Sales
3451 SW Empire Dr., Prineville, OR 97754 USA
E: jared@btlliners.com C: (541) 447-0712
Conco, Micah Silberman, Project Executive SPD
7025 N Leadbetter Road Portland, OR 97203 USA
E: msilberman@conconow.com C: 206.396.5456
Flatline Concrete Pumping, Doug McGee, Owner
21085 Knott Rd, Bend, OR 97702 USA (currently provides shotcrete services for AID)
(541) 480-8446
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Table ES-1. Benefit/Cost Summary for the Three Major Lining Types
Advantages /
Durability
Liner Type
Disadvantages
(years)
Excellent durability, low initial
maintenance costs, prevents
Concrete
soil migration, and maintains
50
canal capacity; provides
lowest effectiveness
Favorable durability,
effectiveness, and
Concrete over
maintenance costs, prevents
50
Geomembrane
soil migration and liner uplift,
maintains canal capacity;
most expensive lining type
Low initial construction costs,
high effectiveness and in
certain cases can deliver long
service lives; performance
highly dependent on service
Exposed
conditions, subject to soil
15-30
Geomembrane
migration, liner whales, liner
uplift, damage from ice, and
capacity reductions,
maintenance can be difficult
and expensive for field crews

Effective
ness (%)

70

95

90

Arnold Canal - Test Section A-1
Material: Petromat MB II (Geoseal) with 3-inch shotcrete cover; Installation: February
1992/30,000 square feet/$1.38 per square foot
Condition (25 years): Excellent – the shotcrete cover is performing very well and still
adequately protecting the underlying geomembrane liner. The cover holds the membrane in
place, preventing movement and providing tear protection. Small cracks and other minor
imperfections are present above the waterline. The cracks are not wide enough to expose the
underlying geomembrane layer to UV degradation. Most of the cracking is located near the
anchor trench where the shotcrete was tapered down from 3 inches to approximately 1 inch. In
future projects, shotcrete thickness should remain constant at all locations. Shotcrete repair
should be performed at consistent intervals to optimize service life. Figure 3 shows rocks and
debris that have settled in the canal invert impeding water flow. Concrete liners provide ballast
for the canal. This ballast prevents liner uplift and soil migration which allows the canal to retain
its overall capacity and efficiency. Concrete covers also provide protection from physical
(wildlife/debris) and UV damage. An estimated service life for this material is 50 years,
assuming continuation of the presently observed degradation at a constant rate.

Arnold Canal - Test Section A-2
Material: 30-mil textured VLDPE geomembrane with a 16-oz geotextile cushion and a 3-inch
shotcrete cover; Installation: October 1992/15,000 square feet/$2.14 per square foot
Condition (25 years): Excellent – there is no visible difference between test section A-1 and A2.
The shotcrete cover is performing very well and still adequately protecting the underlying
geomembrane liner. Small cracks and other minor imperfections are present above the waterline.
Most of the cracking is located near the anchor trench where the shotcrete was tapered down
from 3 inches to approximately 1 inch. In future projects, shotcrete thickness should remain
constant at all locations. Shotcrete repair should be performed at consistent intervals to optimize
service life. Small amounts of sediment and debris can be seen in the canal invert. Figure 4
shows standing water that may be present year-round. Standing water in the canal invert
indicates that the liner is providing effective seepage control. During winter months, this water
can turn to ice, minimizing water flow, and potentially damaging the liner. Neither the rocks,
debris, or ice seem to have damaged the shotcrete cover or compromised its performance. Canal
capacity and efficiency remain unchanged from the time of construction due to ballast and
protection provided by the concrete liner. Seepage studies should be done on test section A-1
and A-2. This would provide valuable information to determine which geomembrane
materials/thicknesses are most cost effective underneath concrete covers. An estimated service
life for this material is 50 years, assuming a continuation of the presently observed degradation at
a constant rate, and consistent maintenance practices.
Arnold Canal - Test Section A-8
Material: 3-inch grout filled mattress; Installation: November 1991&1992/15,000 square
feet/$1.03 per square foot
Condition (25 years): Excellent – the grout filled mattress is in excellent condition after 25
years of service. There is no visible difference between test section A-7 and A-8. Some of the
grout has begun to degrade above the waterline. Grout should be applied to these areas to
mitigate further degradation; however, no major repairs are required at this time. Sediment and
dirt deposits have caused a small amount of discoloration but does not appear to be affecting
liner performance. Below the waterline appeared to be in excellent condition. Seepage studies
should be carried out to determine the difference in effectiveness between test sections A-7 and
A-8. An estimated service life for this material is 50 years, assuming continuation of the
presently observed degradation at a constant rate
Note: Researchers failed to take photos of test section A-8 for unknown reasons. Test section A8 is in similar condition to test section A-7.
North Unit Canal - Test Section N-9
Material: 3-inch unreinforced shotcrete; Installation: February 1992/30,000 square feet/$2.07
per square foot
Condition (25 years): Very Good to Excellent – there is no visible difference between
reinforced and unreinforced shotcrete. Seepage studies should be considered in the future to
provide valuable performance data that a condition assessment cannot. Small voids and cracks
are present throughout the test section. District personnel has been diligent with concrete repairs
which increases service life and effectiveness of the liner. Overall this test section is still in very
good condition and functioning efficiently. An estimated service life for this material is 50
years, assuming continuation of the presently observed degradation at a constant rate.

NEGATIVE IMPACT OF PIPING ON THE HISTORIC FLUME ADDENDUM (R. Mark Elling, July 2021)
Project Area Tour Video: https://cloudstorage.ontheflysoftware.com/s/r3FoJxFpyyBKtqM
My understanding of the Wild and Scenic River Act is that no federal agency may "assist by loan, grant, license,
or otherwise in the construction of any water resources project that would have a direct and adverse effect on
the values for which [a designated] river was established.” I would think that the proposed re-design of the
Arnold Irrigation District Flume would qualify as one such act that would have a direct and adverse effect on the
Deschutes river. My understanding of the Act is that to accomplish its goals, the federal government may place
restrictions on development for federal projects to preserve the natural path of the rivers.
Without any regard for the project’s detriment to the scenic beauty and historical value with which residents of
Bend, Oregon place on the flume, the risk of this proposed project placing tons of construction material into the
right channel of the river at Lava Island Falls is very high. In addition to the risk of altering the natural channel of
the river and directly and negatively affecting a stretch of world-class experts-only whitewater boating, the risk
of introducing sediments from loose construction fill into the river through runoff is very real, all along the 4900foot project area that is immediately at the edge of the eastern river canyon.
Please view the linked video to better understand the specifics of this proposed project.

This section of the flume’s roadway is quite wide, but the amount of material required (as far as we can tell from the single
paragraph devoted to the flume’s re-design) will be massive. The banks down to the river are quite steep all along the
project area. The opposite side of the river has a popular walking trail that runs across from the project area along its full
length.

The proposed plan would build up a platform of engineered fill for a HDPE pipe to sit upon, at the same
elevation as the bottom of the water carrying flume structure now. Then additional fill would be piled into the
area to bring the grade for a county spec dirt road up to a point four feet above the top of the pipe. This fill
material burial mound will be visible from the other side of the river where the popular River Trail runs along its
full length—for lack of more detailed construction details one envisions an earthen dam running 4900’ long
within the Deschutes Wild and Scenic River Area.

The above and this rendering are provided particularly for scale—envision the road grade at the very top of this
photo, four feet above the top of the replacement pipe. Envision the amount of fill material it will take to
accomplish this—how will this material be kept from entering the right channel of Lava Island Falls? The right
channel is visible here. There is much less room for this amount of fill upriver of this location—please watch the
video that is linked at the top of this addendum. This massive shoulder will be plainly visible all along the east
bank from the River Trail on the opposite side.

This photo above would be one of an infinite number of viewpoints (at the Wild and Scenic River interpretive sign on the
popular River Trail) of the 4900’ earthen dam-like structure. Approving any part of the proposed piping project is a mistake,
but this would be a very expensive mistake.

While much of the opposition to AID’s plan for the flume has to do with its potential environmental damage and
offence of the WSRA, property owners are heavily burdened by this taking of property. The hillside will no doubt
be cut back well into the owner’s yard, killing trees on both sides of the flume and blocking both views of the
river and access to the river for property owners whose land passes to the other side of the flume—currently
there are many spots with enough clearance to pass underneath.

This photo above is how the flume looks beyond the top of Lava Island Falls, visible from the take-out boat ramp just above
the rapids. This is a high traffic take-out with thousands of rafting participants ending their river experience there each
summer. This planned eyesore will be on display for many visitors to Bend’s Scenic River Area.

This is the image the EA provides as an example for how the water diverted from the top of Lava Island Falls would look for
the first 450-feet before it meets the buried pipe earthen dam-like structure. I am fairly certain that it would fail the scenic
beauty test listed in OAR 736-040-0030; Improvements and Changes in Use of Related Adjacent Lands; “(2) Upon receipt of
such notice, the Commission shall determine if the proposal would impair the natural beauty of the scenic waterway
substantially.”

Speaking of state and federal protections for the Wild and Scenic upper Deschutes river, the EA mentions a state
regulation pertaining to Oregon Scenic Waterways and they cite this statutory verbiage in the EA at 4.12 Wild
and Scenic Rivers:
“The AID diversion is located on the Deschutes River at RM 174.5. This section of the Deschutes
River is classified as a Scenic River Area. Within this area, all new structures, improvements, and
development shall comply with the Land Management Rules as described in OAR 736-40-035 and
OAR 736-40-040(1)(b)(B)”
This stated Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) language was not included in the EA but is as follows:
“Natural River Areas may include an occasional lightly traveled road, airstrip, habitation or other kind of
improvement already established, provided the effects are limited to the immediate vicinity;”
The EA’s intent with this OAR reference was to cherry-pick a segment that might ostensibly give AID license to
produce a mile-long earthen dam-like structure on the edge of a river canyon in an Oregon Scenic Waterway
because they stuck a road on top of it. What they probably should have also included was this:
OAR 736-040-0030
Improvements and Changes in Use of Related Adjacent Lands (1) Except as provided in section (5) of this rule, OAR 736-0400035 and 736-040-0045 through 736-040-0075, no person shall make any improvement or change in the existing use of
related adjacent land without first giving written notification to the Commission of the intent to make an improvement or
change in land use. The proposed improvement or change in land use shall not be made or work started sooner than one
year after such notice unless the Commission has given its written approval of the proposal. (See notification procedures in
OAR 736-040-0080.)

(2) Upon receipt of such notice, the Commission shall determine if the proposal would impair the natural beauty of the
scenic waterway substantially.
(3) If the proposed improvement or change of land use would not impair the natural beauty substantially, the Commission
shall give written notice to the owner of the related adjacent land that he may proceed immediately with the proposal as
described in his notification to the Commission.
(4) Should the Commission determine that the proposal, if carried out, would impair the natural beauty of the scenic
waterway substantially, or otherwise violate the provisions of the Act or these rules and regulations, it will so notify the
owner of the related adjacent land in writing. No steps shall be taken by the applicant to carry out such proposal until at
least one year after the original notice to the Commission unless agreement with the Commission is sooner reached. (See
OAR 736-040-0080.)
(5) In connection with existing use of related adjacent land, farmers, ranchers and residents may modify existing structures
or construct or place such subsidiary and lesser structures adjacent thereto, except residences or guest houses, as are usual
and necessary to their existing use without prior notice to the Commission, provided that such modification or construction
will not violate OAR 736-040-0035(7)(a) and (b) and will be in harmony with the natural beauty of the scenic waterway.
(6) Repair and maintenance of existing facilities and structures in a manner compatible with these rules and regulations do
not require notification to the Commission.

Has AID provided such written notice to the State Parks and Recreation Commission requesting to make these
changes? Where is the documentation of any approval granted by the Commission. As a function of the whole
Modernization Project, it would seem that the flume portion of the proposed action would need to receive
approval from said Commission before the proposed action could move on as a whole.

It’s hard to imagine how a plan to build a road four feet higher than the top of the flume (pictured above where
it approaches the diversion, out of sight in the distance) was ever approved through the Environmental
Assessment process. And it’s pretty hard to believe that this poorly imagined plan has made it this far through
the approval process.
I have a feeling a lot of people hired to produce the EA document have never been here or even understand
what they are proposing will be done to the flume and this portion of the Wild and Scenic Deschutes river.
To the NRCS—please see through the misinformation, misdirection and omission of this Draft EA and smartly
separate your agency from the sort of willful ignorance this EA engages in. There is significant negative impact
created by the proposal’s planned handling of the flume that, at the very least, requires an Environmental
Impact Statement to force AID and the DBBC to explain exactly how they’ll accomplish this project without
breaking the law as it relates to the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Oregon Scenic Waterway Act.

